CM107 Unit 6 Assignment Preview

Expressing Your Ideas for an Academic Audience and Plan for Additional Research

Apply what you have learned about formal language and academic writing to write your own 2 page article that could potentially be published at the reputable Internet website you used to locate the articles you used for the Assignments you wrote for Unit 4.

Select an article from the website that identifies a specific controversy or change relevant to your field of study. Write a 4–5 paragraph formal draft of your article. Establish your own thesis about that controversy or change. You can, for example, analyze the effects of this change, offer a solution to the controversy or problem, or analyze the implications of the controversy. Organize your ideas into approximately four paragraphs and develop your ideas using your own observation and knowledge.

You are encouraged to not utilize additional research at this point. Instead, include an additional one-paragraph Research Plan that identifies the claims you make that need to be supported by additional outside research. Identify what specific research information you would need to locate and incorporate in your article to prepare it for publication.

Utilize the following 5-minute video from the KU Writing Center to format the title page of your paper:

APA FORMATTING VIDEO

Here is the list of websites. If your field of study is not listed here or if you do not find an article in one of these websites you wish to use, visit the Occupational Outlook Handbook and locate a different professional website that you find more interesting or relevant to you and your field of study.